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Abstract. In Machine Learning scenarios, privacy is a crucial concern when models have to be trained with private data coming from users of a service, such as a recommender system, a location-based mobile service, a mobile phone text messaging service providing next word prediction, or a face image classification system. The main issue is that, often, data are collected, transferred, and processed by third parties. These transactions violate new regulations, such as GDPR. Furthermore, users usually are not willing to share private data such as their visited locations, the text messages they wrote, or the photo they took with a third party. On the other hand, users appreciate services that work based on their behaviors and preferences. In order to address these issues, Federated Learning (FL) has been recently proposed as a means to build ML models based on private datasets distributed over a large number of clients, while preventing data leakage. A federation of users is asked to train a same global model on their private data, while a central coordinating server receives locally computed updates by clients and aggregate them to obtain a better global model, without the need to use clients’ actual data. In this work, we extend the FL approach by pushing forward the state-of-the-art approaches in the aggregation step of FL, which we deem crucial for building a high-quality global model. Specifically, we propose an approach that takes into account a suite of client-specific criteria that constitute the basis for assigning a score to each client based on a priority of criteria defined by the service provider. Extensive experiments on two publicly available datasets indicate the merits of the proposed approach compared to standard FL baseline.
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1. Introduction

The vast amount of data generated by billions of mobile and online IoT devices worldwide holds the promise of significantly improving usability and user experience in intelligent applications. Such large-scale quantity of rich data has created an opportunity to dramatically advance the intelligence of machine learning models by catering powerful deep neural network models. Despite this opportunity, we know that such pervasive devices can capture much data about the user, such as what she does, what she sees, and even where she goes [1], where most of these data contain sensitive that a user may deem private.

To respond to concerns about the sensitivity of user data in terms of data privacy and security [2,3,4], in recent years initiatives have been made by govern-
action with mobile applications, such as geographical
data in location-aware applications [8]). Therefore, we
have to deal with data that is quantitatively unbalanced
and differently distributed over devices, i.e., each de-
vice data is not a representative sample of the overall
distribution. Instead, in a traditional distributed setting,
data has to be collected in a centralized location and
then evenly spread over proprietary computing nodes.
As a matter of fact, with FL, we leverage users’ com-
puting power for training a shared ML model while
preserving privacy, by actually decoupling the ability
to learn a ML model from the need to store private data
centrally.

In principle, a FL model is able to deal with funda-
mental issues related to privacy, ownership and lo-
cality of data [9]. In [7], authors introduced the Fed-
eratedAveraging (FedAvg) algorithm, which combines
local stochastic gradient descent on each client via
a central server that performs model aggregation by
averaging the values of local parameters. To ensure
that the developments made in FL scenarios uphold to
real-world assumptions, in [10] the authors introduced
LEAF, a modular benchmarking framework supply-
ing developers/researchers with an abundant number
of resources including open-source federated datasets,
an evaluation framework, and several reference imple-
mentations.

Despite its potentially disruptive contribution, we
argue that FedAvg has several significant shortcom-
ings. First, the aggregation operation in FedAvg as-
signs the contribution of each agent proportional to
each client’s local dataset size. This simplifying as-
sumption ignores a wealth of other qualitative mea-
sures that can be impactful for training an effective
global model. Examples of such measures include the
number of sample classes held by each agent, the
divergence of each computed local model from the
global model — which may be critical for conver-
and connection capabilities and finally the amount of
client’s honesty and trustworthiness.

While FedAvg only uses limited knowledge about
local data, we argue that the integration of the afore-
mentioned qualitative measures and the expert’s do-
main knowledge is fundamental for increasing the
global model’s quality. As a toy example, let us con-
sider a federated scenario with just two users Alice and
Bob. The photos in users’ mobile phones are the train-
ing samples of a ML model for classifying clothes.
Let us suppose that Alice holds tens of very simi-
lar photos with the same outfit, and most of them are
blurred. Thus these images do not carry much infor-
mation. Instead, Bob holds a smaller number of well-
labeled photos, but high-quality, and with a lot of dif-
f erent clothes. We argue that in such a situation, the
weight of Bob’s contribution to the ML model should
be higher or comparable to Alice’s.

The work at hand considerably extends the FedAvg
approach [7] by building on two main assumptions:

- we can substantially improve the quality of the
global model by incorporating a set of criteria
measuring some quality properties of the clients,
and properly assigning the contribution of indi-
vidual update in the final model based on these
criteria;
- the introduced criteria can be combined by us-
ing a score function able to “summarize” them;
toward this goal, we assert about the potential
benefits of using a prioritized multi-criteria score
function over the identified set of criteria.

Moreover, the FL system proposed in this work moves
one step forward from our previous effort in [12] along
the following directions: (i) a formal notion of cri-
terion is proposed and a formal classification for pos-
sible criteria is summarized (cf. Section 4.2), (ii) a
mathematical formalization for score functions is de-
scribed (cf. Section 4.3), (iii) the system is evaluated
through more comprehensive experiments, in particu-
lar, we compare our approach against FedAvg both on
MNIST dataset (with IID and Non-IID distribution),
used in [7], and on CelebA dataset, where a classifica-
tion task is performed by also injecting more explicit
information about the quality of the local dataset and
local model.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
In Section 2 we review some related work, while Sec-
tion 3 is devoted to introduce the standard FL model
and its key concepts. In Section 4 we provide a for-
mal description of the proposed FL approach and we
formalize both the concepts of local criteria and score
function, while providing some general concepts for
their choice. Section 5 details the experimental setup,
as well as the datasets, the tasks and the metrics we
consider for validating our approach and studying its
variables. Section 6 presents results and discussion. Fi-
nally, Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses fu-
ture perspectives.
Fig. 1. Information flow over the network in four ML architectures. Solid lines represent training data flow, dash lines represent model parameters flow.

2. Related Work

Nowadays, any AI application requires capturing a considerable amount of users’ sensitive data about their routine activities. Moreover, users may be unaware of how their data are collected, processed, and transferred between parties [13]. Federated learning aims to meet the privacy ML shortcomings by horizontally distributing the training of the model over user devices, thus making clients exploit private data without sharing them [7].

Federated Learning ties in with other privacy-preserving ML approaches, aiming to equip ML algorithms with defense measures for protecting user privacy and data security. Beyond the recent FL paradigm, the field of privacy preservation in ML has been thoroughly investigated through the lens of (i) Secure Multi-Party Computation [14], (ii) Homomorphic Encryption [15], and (iii) Differential Privacy [16,17], which enable different types of defense against privacy threats in ML.

Figure 1 highlights the differences between different learning approaches, including Federated Learning. Four architectures are compared, focusing on the

information exchanged over the network: the solid lines represent training data flow, the dashed lines represent model parameters flow. In detail, we distinguish between the following learning paradigms from a distribution point-of-view:

- **Centralized learning**, where a central server is in charge of data collection, data aggregation and model training (the data flows from clients to the server);
- **Decentralized learning**, also known as a peer-to-peer (P2P) architecture, in which clients share resources directly with each other without the need of a centralized control, therefore the model parameters are exchanged between clients, as shown by dashed line in Figure 1;
- **Distributed learning**, in which a centralized server collects user data and redistributes them to other computational nodes, in order to exploit their computational resources;
- **Federated learning**, the approach proposed by Google in the context of machine learning, in which a central server still makes use of computational resources of other clients, without the need to collect their data: users’ data remain on their clients, and only model parameters are exchanged between the server and the clients.

It is interesting to notice how FL was originally conceived as a cross-device architecture involving users’ mobile devices and edge device applications, e.g., for Google’s Gboard mobile keyboard [18]. Nonetheless, FL also extended towards cross-silo architectures [19], for multiple organizations willing to train a model in inherently sensitive domains (e.g., financial or medical). For example in healthcare, regulations prohibit medical institutions from sharing medical data (e.g., to improve medical imaging performance [20]); however, FL makes centralization unnecessary, by allowing data to remain isolated in the individual organizations while still improving medical AI models [3].

While handling users’ privacy concerns, FL faces challenges such as communication costs, unbalanced data distribution and device reliability and security issues (e.g., model poisoning [21], indirect information leakage [22], and Byzantine adversaries [23]). Despite its original formulation, in [13] federated learning concept is extended to a more comprehensive idea of privacy-preserving decentralized collaborative ML techniques, both for horizontal federations (where different datasets share the same feature space but are different in training samples) and vertical federations.
(where different datasets share the training samples but they differ in feature space).

In literature, a growing number of works focus on some modifications of FedAvg algorithm, e.g., adding a regularization term in the local objective functions for controlling the convergence of the network with statistical heterogeneity of data [11], changing the optimization algorithm [24]. Some other works focus on some adaptations for controlling the averaging operation on a per-layer basis [25] or for obtaining more personalization on the local models [26]. Finally, the work in [27] studies a protocol for selecting devices based on their dataset quality without any information disclosure.

The approach we propose is configured as a formal tool for incorporating any of the above-mentioned objectives (for example, facing the statistical challenges), when these could be obtained by pushing up or down the contribution of each client, based on some requirements. Such mechanism is completely incorporated in the weight of each client in the global aggregation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only work attempting to modify the value of the weight of clients in the aggregation step.

3. Background Technology

In recent years, Federated Learning (FL) have been proposed by Google [6,7,28] as a privacy-preserving architecture for training a ML model, by using private data from a large set of users who will never share them with other parties in the system. The motivation behind FL is mainly efficiency and privacy [7,29]. Indeed, since users’ data never leaves the devices, FL models can be trained on private and sensitive data, e.g., the history of user typed messages, which can be considerably different from publicly accessible datasets.

Although FL principles can be applied to many machine learning tasks, throughout this paper we consider a fundamental problem in ML, classification task. Assume a training dataset \( D \) composed of \( n \) pairs \( \{(x_i, y_i) \in \mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{Y} \mid i = 1, \ldots, n\} \) whose elements are input samples \( x_i \in \mathcal{X} \) and corresponding class labels \( y_i \in \mathcal{Y} \). It is presumed that this dataset is i.i.d. drawn from an unknown distribution \( \mathcal{P} \). The problem of classification is often expressed as finding a function \( f_\Theta : \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathcal{Y} \) that can approximate the class labels around the input samples, where \( \Theta \in \mathbb{R}^L \) represents the model parameters and \( L \) is the dimensionality of the parameters space. Finding the model parameters \( \Theta^* \) is achieved by solving an empirical risk minimization (ERM) problem of the form

\[
\Theta^* = \min_{\Theta} \sum_{(x_i, y_i) \in D} G(f(x_i; \Theta), y_i) \tag{1}
\]

where \( G(\cdot) \) is the empirical risk function (a.k.a. loss function).

In the federated learning (FL) setting, there are two main players:

- **Agents.** We denote with \( \mathcal{A} \) the set of agents who participate to the federation process. Each agent \( a \in \mathcal{A} \) owns its local data \( D_a \) (referred to as a shards or local datasets) and never shares it with other parties of the system. Formally, \( D_a = \{(x_i, y_i) \in \mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{Y} \mid i = 1, \ldots, n_a\} \), where \( n_a \) denotes the number of data points that the agent \( a \) holds.\(^1\)

- **Central Server** (\( S \)). The central server \( S \) represents the main component in a FL setting. The server does not have access to local shards. Its goal is to train the classifier \( f_\Theta \) characterized by the global parameters vector \( \Theta \in \mathbb{R}^L \) by distributed training, collecting local parameters, and aggregating them over the number of agents involved in the federation.

\(^1\)An agent represents a computational node of the system, usually corresponding to the private device of an user, which has the role of a client in the architecture. For this reason, throughout the paper, we will use the three terms clients, agents and users interchangeably.
In the following, we briefly review the principles of Federated Learning by means of a formal definition, based on the scenario presented so far.

Definition 1 (Federated Learning). In classical FL setting, at each round of communication (a time step in the training process), the server $S$ selects a fraction of clients $A^- \subseteq A$ from the federation and shares with them the current global model $\Theta$. Every agent $a \in A^-$ uses its own private shard $D_a$ in order to minimize an empirical local loss $G_{D_a}(\Theta)$. For this, the agent $a$ takes the global parameter $\Theta$ as the initial point and runs an iterative method — such as Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) — for a fixed number of epochs $E$ and batch size $B$ which results in a variation of the local gradient $\nabla G_{D_a}(\Theta)$ for each user and then it communicates the gradient to the server $S$. Once $S$ has collected all the gradients for each $a \in A^-$, at the end of the round of communication, it updates the new global model $\Theta$ as:

$$\Theta \leftarrow \Theta - \alpha \sum_{a \in A^-} w_a \nabla G_{D_a}(\Theta),$$

in which $w_a \in [0, 1]$ is the weight associated with agent $a$ and $\sum_{a \in A^-} w_a = 1$. It is worth noticing that such formulation builds on the assumption that $\sum_{a \in A^-} w_a \nabla G_{D_a}(\Theta) = \nabla G_D(\Theta)$, where $D = \bigcup_{a \in A^ -} D_a$ represents an ideal centralized dataset. □

There exists an alternative for this formulation, in which the client $a$ updates the received global model $\Theta$ and calculates a local version $\Theta_a$ according to Eq. 3 and then it communicates the updated local model $\Theta_a$ (instead of the local gradients) to $S$:

$$\Theta_a \leftarrow \Theta - \alpha \nabla G_{D_a}(\Theta).$$

Once the end of communication rounds has been reached, then $S$ computes the new global model $\Theta$ as:

$$\Theta \leftarrow \sum_{a \in A^-} w_a \Theta_a.$$

A well-known implementation of FL is FedAvg [7], in which the authors use the FL procedure to train a deep learning model using SGD for a classification task.

4. Prioritized Multi-Criteria Federated Learning

The FL principles discussed in Section 3 prevent the system from collecting information about users, giving rise to a natural trade-off between users’ data privacy and performance of the system. Our assumption is that revealing some non-sensitive client-related information (shared by each client $a$) and integrating this knowledge in the global aggregation step represented by Eq. 4 (performed by the server $S$) could lead to learning more effective federated model without harming users’ privacy. For instance, such non-sensitive data may carry useful information about specific domain or some marketing objectives that can be leveraged to build more in-domain strategies or increase the system profitability.

The proposed solution envisioned in this work is a client-aware FL strategy based on the following elements:

- we introduce the notion of criterion, which measures a specific property about users and their data, and we propose a formal classification for them;
- we propose the use of a score function to “summarize” the criterion measurements and compute a score for each client of the federation to be encoded in the aggregation step of each round of communication;
- we explore the benefits of a prioritized multi-criteria score function over the identified set of criteria;

In the following, we introduce the fundamentals and the formalism behind our approach.

4.1. Fundamentals of the proposed approach

Let us assume $C = \{C_1, \ldots, C_m\}$ denote a set of measurable properties (a.k.a. criteria) characterizing the local agent $a$ or local data $D_a$. We use the variable $c_{i,a} \in [0, 1]$ to denote, for each agent $a$, the degree of satisfaction of the criterion $C_i$ in a specific round of communication. We assume the clients compute these values and that they communicate with the server the correct model updates and the correct property measurements (honest clients). Hence, at the end of the communication rounds, the server $S$ is in charge of collecting not only the model update $\Theta_a$, but also the $m$-tuple $c_a = (c_{1,a}, \ldots, c_{m,a})$. To ensure the same scale for each criterion, we assume that the measure $c_{i,a}$ of the $i$-th criterion on device $a$ is a real value in
the interval $[0, 1]$ (with 0 meaning unfulfillment and 1 meaning total adherence to the criterion). Additionally, the measurements of $C_i$ over all devices in $\mathcal{A}^-$ are supposed to be normalized, i.e., $\sum_{a \in \mathcal{A}^-} c_{i, a} = 1$.

The main idea of the work at hand is that we can encode the knowledge about clients in the weights $w_a$ used for aggregating client contributions in Eq. 2. Based on that, $S$ can compute the weight $w_a$ for agent $a$ according to the following equation:

$$w_a = \frac{f_m(c_a)}{Z} = \frac{f_m(c_{1, a}, \ldots, c_{m, a})}{Z}, \quad (5)$$

where $f_m : [0, 1]^m \to \mathbb{R}$ is a score function over the $m$-tuple of properties (criteria), which evaluates agent $a$’s contribution based on the fulfillment of such criteria. Finally, $Z$ is a normalization factor introduced to ensure that $\sum_{a \in \mathcal{A}^-} w_a = 1$ and $w_a \in [0, 1]$; therefore, $Z = \sum_{a \in \mathcal{A}^-} f_m(c_a)$.

**Example 4.1.** Let us go back to the toy example we introduced in Section 1, with $\mathcal{A}^- = \{Alice, Bob\}$. Let us consider the set $\mathcal{C}$ of criteria describing the two clients of the federation, i.e., specific qualities related to their local devices, produced local models and local data; for example we may consider Dataset Size, Clothes Diversity, and Image Sharpness thus having $\mathcal{C} = \{DS, CD, IS\}$. Assume that Alice has received evaluations $c_{DS, Alice} = 0.9$, $c_{CD, Alice} = 0.2$, $c_{IS, Alice} = 0.4$, while Bob has obtained $c_{DS, Bob} = 0.1$, $c_{CD, Bob} = 0.8$, $c_{IS, Bob} = 0.5$. Based on Eq. 5, the overall contribution of Alice and Bob will be $f_3((0.9, 0.2, 0.4)$ and $f_3((0.1, 0.8, 0.5)$, respectively, both divided by $Z = f_3((0.9, 0.2, 0.4) + f_3((0.1, 0.8, 0.5)$) to obtain the weights $w_{Alice}$ and $w_{Bob}$. To get an idea, if we consider the score function $f_3$ to be a basic mean operation, the final values for $w_{Alice}$ and $w_{Bob}$ would be: $w_{Alice} = \frac{1.5}{1.5+1.4} = 0.52$, $w_{Bob} = \frac{1.4}{1.5+1.4} = 0.48$.

In the following, we detail the main dimensions of the study related to the proposed approach, which include:

- identification of the set $\mathcal{C}$ of criteria. These criteria can be related to users (e.g., gender), clients (e.g., number of samples), or local models (e.g., the local model highly diverges from the centralized model). Besides, the criteria can express a boolean fulfillment of the requirement (e.g., Female: True or False), or a quantitative estimation (e.g., the value of the divergence of the model);  
- identification of a score function able to “summarize” the computed measurements in a score value representing each agent.

To properly study each of the presented dimensions, in the following we start discussing about the identification of criteria, then we go along the study of score functions and, in particular, priority-based score functions.

4.2. Identification of local criteria

In the original FedAvg formulation, the server performs aggregation to compute $w_a$, without knowing any information about participating clients, except for a pure quantitative measure about local dataset size. However, a federated setting has to face some key issues [7] related to communication, connectivity and statistics. Among them, if we focus on the statistical aspects about the data, we notice that training data — which is typically the result of the real user usage of the device — represent a non-IID distribution of the training data over the large number of clients. Moreover, the amount of data is also unbalanced across the clients. Such characteristic may affect the accuracy and the efficiency of the resulting aggregated model [30]. In this scenario, a service provider may be interested in defining some statistical criteria such that the rounds of communication needed to reach the desired target accuracy are minimized. This result can be accomplished by enhancing the contribution of clients fulfilling the requirements expressed by the defined criteria.

For instance, useful information could be related, in a classification problem, to the number of classes covered by a local dataset. Moreover, a domain expert could ask users to measure their adherence to some other target properties (e.g., their nationality, gender, age, job, behavioral characteristics, etc.), in order to build a global model emphasizing the contribution of some classes of users; in this way, the domain expert may, in principle, build a model favoring some targeted commercial purposes.

We identified four classes of local criteria, each of them related to different aspects of the local dataset $D_a$, the local device or the user $a$:

- criteria describing the quality of the local dataset $D_a$ (e.g., dataset size, diversity of training samples, etc.);
- criteria describing the quality of the produced local model $\nabla G_{D_a}$ (e.g., ...).
4.3. Identification of a score function

A crucial aspect of this work is related to the identification of a score function \( f_m \) able to “summarize” the values \( c_{i,a} \) for each criterion \( C_i \in \mathcal{C}, i \in [1, \ldots, m] \) in order to obtain the value \( u_a \) as described in Eq. 5. The score has to be computed for each client separately, so in the following we will focus on the computation of such value for one client \( a \in \mathcal{A} \).

Over the years, a wide range of aggregation functions have been proposed in the field of information retrieval (IR) [31]. Just to mention the most relevant ones, we can refer to the weighted averaging operator, as well as to the ordered weighted averaging (OWA) models [32,33] — which extend the binary logic of AND and OR operators, allowing representation of intermediate quantifiers —, to the Choquet-based models [34,35,36] — which are able to interpret positive and negative interactions between criteria —, and finally to the priority-based models [37].

Although we have many opportunities, we focus on the priority-based score function proposed in [37]. Such function can be formulated with a compact notation as:

\[
    f_m(c) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \prod_{j=1}^{i} c_j, \tag{6}
\]

where \( m \) represents the number of values the function is applied to. This function holds the monotonic property

\[
    f_m(c_1, \ldots, c_i, \ldots, c_m) \leq f_m(c_1, \ldots, c'_i, \ldots, c_m) \quad \forall c_i \leq c'_i, \quad i = 1, \ldots, m. \tag{7}
\]

and, at the same time, we have \( f_m(0) = 0 \) and \( f_m(1) = m \), i.e., the final score is zero when all values are 0, and it is maximum when all values are 1. One of the most interesting properties of this function is that:

\[
    f_m(c_1, \ldots, c_{j-1}, 0, c_{j+1}, \ldots, c_m) = f_{j-1}(c_1, \ldots, c_{j-1}), \quad \forall j \in 1, \ldots, m. \tag{8}
\]

This means that the lack of fulfillment of a higher criterion in the list cannot be compensated with the fulfillment of a lower one [31]. If we adopt a priority order for the criteria in \( c \) from the higher to the lower, it follows that in case a higher criterion is equal to 0 then it cannot be compensated by criteria with a lower priority. Interestingly, we also have that \( f_m(0, c_2, \ldots, c_m) = 0 \).

The main aim of such function, in a multi-criteria scenario, is to use a priority order over the involved criteria in order to assign each agent \( a \) a score based on the measurements \( c_{i,a} \). for each \( C_i \in \mathcal{C}, i \in [1, \ldots, m] \), in a priority-aware fashion. With this function, when a criterion is met, the more it is fulfilled the more the subsequent criteria will be taken into account; analogously, the less a criterion is fulfilled the less the other criteria will be considered and summed up. Moreover, based on Eq. 8, when a criterion is not satisfied at all, all the subsequent criteria will not be considered.

The properties presented so far make this function our main choice for our approach. As an example, we may consider the case where the domain expert may
wish to consider extremely important the age of a user rather than its dataset size, so that even a large local dataset would be penalized if the user age criteria is not satisfied.

In the following, we assume, for the sake of clarity of notation, that the set $C$ of criteria can be written in the form $C = \{C_1, \ldots, C_m\}$ where each index represents an identifier for the corresponding criterion, or in the form $C = \{C_{(1)}, \ldots, C_{(m)}\}$, where each index represents the priority of the criterion, from the highest to the lowest one. Analogously, we distinguish between $c_{i,a}$ and $c_{i,c}$, which represent the measurement on device $a$ of the criterion $C_i$ and the $i$-th important criterion, respectively.

**Example 4.2.** (Cont’d) We carry on with the example about Alice and Bob, where $c_{DS,Alice} = 0.9$, $c_{CD,Alice} = 0.2$, $c_{IS,Alice} = 0.4$, while Bob has obtained $c_{DS,Bob} = 0.1$, $c_{CD,Bob} = 0.8$, $c_{IS,Bob} = 0.5$. We have already shown that with a simple mean function their final scores were $w_{Alice} = \frac{1.5}{1.5+1.4} = 0.52$, $w_{Bob} = \frac{1.4}{1.5+1.4} = 0.48$, with Alice obtaining higher score than Bob. Let us consider now the prioritized score function and let us see how score changes based on priority. Suppose that $C_{(1)} = DS$, $C_{(2)} = CD$, $C_{(3)} = IS$. Based on Eq. 6,

$$f_3(c_{Alice}) = f_3(c_{(1)},Alice, c_{(2)},Alice, c_{(3)},Alice) = f_3(c_{DS,Alice}, c_{CD,Alice}, c_{IS,Alice}) = f_3(0.9, 0.2, 0.4) = 0.9 + (0.9 \cdot 0.2) + (0.9 \cdot 0.2 \cdot 0.4) = 1.152,$$

while $f_3(c_{Bob}) = 0.22$. If we change the priority order to be $C_{(1)} = \text{image sharpness}$, $C_{(2)} = \text{clothes diversity}$, $C_{(3)} = \text{dataset size}$, we would then obtain:

$$f_3(c_{Alice}) = f_3(c_{(1)},Alice, c_{(2)},Alice, c_{(3)},Alice) = f_3(c_{IS,Alice}, c_{CD,Alice}, c_{DS,Alice}) = f_3(0.4, 0.2, 0.9) = 0.4 + (0.4 \cdot 0.2) + (0.4 \cdot 0.2 \cdot 0.9) = 0.552,$$

while $f_3(c_{Bob}) = 0.94$. We see that with the second configuration, the score for Alice is lower than the previous one since the most important criterion here is worse fulfilled, conversely for Bob. \hfill $\square$

## 5. Experimental Setup

In this section we describe the experimental setup — datasets, tasks and identified local criteria — used to validate the performance of the proposed FL system. In detail, we validate our approach on the following datasets and tasks:

- **MNIST** [38]: handwritten digits; we perform a 10-class classification for recognition of digits;
- **CelebA** [39]: face images of celebrities coming with 40 different attributes under varying poses and backgrounds; we perform a binary prediction between smiling and non-smiling faces.

For each dataset we consider different data distributions, as well as a specific model. Moreover, for each of them we define different criteria based on possible useful information we may extract.

### 5.1. MNIST experiments

We run a first cluster of experiments on MNIST dataset [38] for the digit recognition task. This dataset contains 60,000 examples of 10 classes of handwritten digits (plus a test set of 10,000 examples) by 500 writers. The samples are available in the form of 28x28 pixel black and white images.

We use this dataset in a completely user-agnostic way. Therefore, we created the federated dataset by following the two partitioning ways used in [7], in order to simulate both a IID distribution and a Non-IID distribution of data over the different clients.

**Model.** For the sake of comparability, we built the same classifier described in [7], i.e., a CNN with two convolution layers with 5x5 filters — the first layer with 32 channels, the second with 64, each followed with a 2x2 max pooling layer —, a fully connected layer with 512 units and ReLu activation, and a final softmax output layer with 10 neurons, for a total of 1,663,370 total parameters.

**Local criteria.** For this experimental setting, we aim at both reducing the number of rounds of communication necessary to reach a target accuracy and making the global model not diverging towards local specializations and overfitting. To this aim, we extend the pure quantitative criterion in FedAvg [7] — dataset size — by leveraging two new criteria\footnote{Please note that we are not stating that the proposed ones are the only possible criteria. We present them just to show how the introduction of new information may lead to a better final model.}.
The first criterion we consider is the one already used by FedAvg [7], namely the local dataset size (DS), given by $c_{1,a} = |D_a|/\bigcup_{i\in A} D_i$. This criterion is a pure quantitative measure about the local data, which will serve both as a baseline in empirical validation of the results (i.e., when used in isolation) and as part of the entire identified set of criteria in the developed FL system (i.e., when used in a group).

The second considered criterion is the diversity of labels (LD) in each local dataset, measuring the diversity of each local dataset in terms of class labels. We assert this criterion to be important since it can provide a clue on how much each device can be useful to quantify this we use $c_{2,a} = \delta(D_a)/\sum_{i\in A} \delta(D_i)$ where $\delta$ measures the number of different labels (classes) present over the samples of that dataset.

With respect to the third criterion, our aim is to reduce the negative effects of a non-IID distribution. Indeed, with non-IID distributions — and this is the case of our dataset — model performance dramatically gets worse [30]. Moreover, a large number of local training epochs may lead each device to move further away from the initial global model, towards the opposite of the global objective [11]. Therefore, a possible solution inspired by [11] is to limit these negative effects, by penalizing higher divergences and highlighting local models that are not very far from the received global model. We evaluate the local model divergence (MW) as $c_{3,a} = \varphi_a/\sum_{i\in A} \varphi_i$ where $\varphi_i = \frac{1}{\sqrt{|\delta(D_a)\cap \delta(D_i)|+1}}$.

5.2. CelebA experiments

CelebFaces Attributes Dataset (CelebA) [39] is a large-scale dataset with 202,599 face RGB images of 10,177 celebrities. Each image comes with 40 binary attributes and differs from the other ones for celebrity pose and background. The task is a binary classification between smiling and non-smiling people, which is an information included within the 40 attributes. We chose this task since the smiling attribute has a good pose and background. The task is a binary classification, so that the percentage of smiling people within the private dataset can be shared with the server. Therefore, we define $c_{3,a} = \xi(D_a)/\sum_{i\in A} \xi(D_i)$, where $\xi$ measures the fraction of smiling images in a specific dataset. This criterion (IS) gives us an idea of the quality of the images in the dataset.

5.3. Setting

Implementation We implemented our framework using Tensorflow [40] interface for Python. The opera-
tions and the communication between the participants of the federation (one server $S$ and $|A|$ clients) was simulated by using a single machine\(^3\).

**Hyperparameters** We set the hyperparameters for the whole set of our experiments as follows, also guided by the results obtained in [7]. As for the FedAvg client fraction parameter, in each round of communication only 10% of clients are selected to perform the computation, so that $|A^-| = |A|/10$. For what concerns the parameters of stochastic gradient decent (SGD), we used full batch approach and we set the number of local epochs equal to 5, i.e., each client takes 5 epochs of gradient descent during training. Moreover, we chose the learning rate based on a grid search by looking for the value which makes it possible to first reach the target accuracy in 50% of devices with the baseline approach (dataset size as the only criterion). Finally, we set the maximum number of rounds of communication per each experiment to 1000 for MNIST and to 100 for CelebA.

**Evaluation** The classification model we built have been evaluated with respect to classification accuracy, i.e.,

$$\text{accuracy} = \frac{\# \text{ correct predictions}}{\# \text{ total predictions}}. \quad (10)$$

This metric has been computed on each device over the private local test set. Based on LEAF framework [10] — which provides reproducible reference implementations and datasets for FL, as well as system and statistical metrics —, we estimate a global accuracy by averaging local accuracy values and weighting them based on local test set size.

Moreover, we improve the validation of the FL setting by using an approach which offers an overview of the whole training performances, instead of metrics describing a single round of communication. More specifically, we measure the number of round of communication required to allow a certain percentage of devices, which participate to the federation process, to reach a target accuracy (e.g., 75% or 80%), since this measurement is able to fairly show how effective and efficient is the model across the devices.

6. Results and Discussion

In this section, we show and discuss the results of the experiments by considering both the evaluation approaches previously mentioned.

Tables 2, 4, and 6 show in the gray cells the number of rounds of communication required to the baseline (only DS) to allow certain fractions of devices to reach a specific percentage of the overall accuracy, for MNIST IID distributed, MNIST Non-IID distributed, and CelebA, respectively. In detail, as target accuracies, we have considered 70%, 80%, 90%, and 95% of prediction accuracy for MNIST datasets, and 70%, 80%, and 85% for CelebA dataset. The remaining rows of the tables show the gain in terms of rounds of communication of each experimental setting against the baseline. Therefore, we compute each row as the difference between the results of the dataset size criterion model, and the results of the corresponding model. The higher the positive value, the better is the approach compared to the baseline. Moreover, for each row and target accuracy, we show the average rounds of communication gained by considering all the fractions of devices.

For each target accuracy, we show how many training rounds are needed to grant that accuracy for 10% up to 90% of devices.

To have a comprehensive view of the effects of each criterion and their combinations, we consider the individual criteria and their combinations separately. Specifically, we first show the results of the experiments realized by exploiting a single criterion (i.e., in Eq. 6). Then, we show the results for the six priority permutations of the three criteria.

Moreover, we provide for each dataset the confusion matrices (Tables 3, 5, and 7) which summarize the classification outcomes (correctly classified vs. misclassified) of each experiment against the baseline (only DS criterion). They have been obtained by comparing the best outcome of each experiment in order to highlight the significance of results irrespectively of the accuracy alignment presented in Tables 2, 4, and 6.

Finally, we also show the results in terms of global test accuracy while considering the rounds of communication. In this respect, we have measured global accuracy as the average of the local test accuracy values weighted by the local test size.

In detail, Figures 2a, 2b, and 3, show these curves for MNIST IID distributed, MNIST Non-IID distributed, and CelebA, respectively.

---

\(^3\)A public implementation of our framework is available at https://github.com/sisinflab/ClientAware-FL.
Table 2
Results for MNIST dataset with IID distribution for each experiment (the symbol $\succ$ denotes the priority relation). The row DS (baselines) provides the number of rounds of communication needed to make the percentage of devices specified in the columns reach the specified target accuracy. The remaining rows show the gain in the number of communication rounds with respect to the baseline (the greater the better). The column Avg. shows the average gain for the experiment with all the percentages of devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target accuracy 70%</th>
<th>Target accuracy 80%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiment</strong></td>
<td><strong>10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% Avg.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS (baseline)</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD</td>
<td>0 0 0 -2 -2 1 1 1 0 -0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS $\succ$ LD $\succ$ MW</td>
<td>0 0 -1 -3 -3 0 0 0 0 -0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS $\succ$ MW $\succ$ LD</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD $\succ$ DS $\succ$ MW</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW $\succ$ DS $\succ$ LD</td>
<td>0 0 0 -3 -3 0 0 0 1 -0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD $\succ$ MW $\succ$ DS</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 1 1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW $\succ$ LD $\succ$ DS</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target accuracy 90%</th>
<th>Target accuracy 95%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiment</strong></td>
<td><strong>10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% Avg.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS (baseline)</td>
<td>5 5 5 5 7 7 10 11 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 -1 -0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS $\succ$ LD $\succ$ MW</td>
<td>0 0 0 2 0 -1 -1 0 0 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS $\succ$ MW $\succ$ LD</td>
<td>1 1 1 -1 0 0 1 -2 -1 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD $\succ$ DS $\succ$ MW</td>
<td>1 0 0 -3 -1 -1 1 0 -2 -0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW $\succ$ DS $\succ$ LD</td>
<td>0 0 -1 -1 0 0 2 -1 -1 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD $\succ$ MW $\succ$ DS</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 2 -1 2 1 2 1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW $\succ$ LD $\succ$ DS</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 -1 1 0 -1 0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Confusion Matrices for MNIST dataset with IID distribution for each experiment. For each matrix, the rows refer to the number of samples that are misclassified ($\times$), or correctly classified ($\checkmark$). The columns denote the criteria that are compared with the baseline. The symbol $\succ$ denotes the priority relation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LD $\checkmark$</th>
<th>MW $\times$</th>
<th>DS $\checkmark$ $\succ$ MW $\times$</th>
<th>DS $\checkmark$ $\succ$ LD $\checkmark$</th>
<th>LD $\checkmark$ $\succ$ DS $\checkmark$</th>
<th>MW $\checkmark$ $\succ$ LD $\checkmark$</th>
<th>MW $\checkmark$ $\succ$ DS $\checkmark$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DS $\times$</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>98 98 96 96 0 98 2 96 98 96</td>
<td>98 98 96 96 0 98 2 96 98 96</td>
<td>98 98 96 96 0 98 2 96 98 96</td>
<td>98 98 96 96 0 98 2 96 98 96</td>
<td>98 98 96 96 0 98 2 96 98 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS $\checkmark$</td>
<td>106 9796</td>
<td>107 9795 106 9796 128 9774</td>
<td>118 9784 140 9762 107 9795 122 9780</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1. Effects of individual criteria

In the following, we discuss the experiments by investigating the effects of the individual criteria.

**MNIST with IID distribution.** Table 2 and Figure 2a show the experimental results for MNIST considering IID distribution. The adoption of criteria that are different from the dataset size seems to have no effects, but some insignificant fluctuations. We expected this behavior since the dataset does not show statistical issues. In detail, the local datasets have been created by randomly picking samples from the original dataset. Consequently, we may represent the divergence of the local models from the original model as a zero-mean Gaussian noise. The same assumption holds for the label diversity. Furthermore, by the design of the dataset,
Results for MNIST dataset with Non-IID distribution for each experiment (the symbol $\succ$ denotes the priority relation). The row DS (baselines) provides the number of rounds of communication needed to make the percentage of devices specified in the columns reach the specified target accuracy. The remaining rows show the gain in the number of communication rounds with respect to the baseline (the greater the better). The column Avg. shows the average gain for the experiment with all the percentages of devices.

**Table 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Target accuracy 70%</th>
<th>Target accuracy 80%</th>
<th>Target accuracy 90%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% Avg.</td>
<td>10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% Avg.</td>
<td>10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% Avg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS (baseline)</td>
<td>9 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10</td>
<td>10 10 10 10 10 10 16 20 20</td>
<td>10 10 10 10 10 10 16 20 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD</td>
<td>3 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1 1,56</td>
<td>2 2 2 -1 -3 -3 3 7 2 1,22</td>
<td>2 2 2 -1 -3 -3 3 7 2 1,22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>4 4 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 1,89</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 -6 -6 0 1 1 -1,11</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 -6 -6 0 1 1 -1,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS $\succ$ LD $\succ$ MW</td>
<td>2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1,44</td>
<td>2 1 1 1 -3 -3 1 5 5 1,11</td>
<td>2 1 1 1 -3 -3 1 5 5 1,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS $\succ$ MW $\succ$ LD</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -4 -0,44</td>
<td>1 0 0 -4 -7 -7 -1 3 2 -1,44</td>
<td>1 0 0 -4 -7 -7 -1 3 2 -1,44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD $\succ$ DS $\succ$ MW</td>
<td>2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1,89</td>
<td>2 2 2 -1 -1 -1 5 6 5 2,11</td>
<td>2 2 2 -1 -1 -1 5 6 5 2,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW $\succ$ DS $\succ$ LD</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -0,11</td>
<td>0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 2 2 2 0,22</td>
<td>0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 2 2 2 0,22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD $\succ$ MW $\succ$ DS</td>
<td>0 0 0 1 1 -2 -2 -2 -2 -0,67</td>
<td>1 -2 -2 -2 -3 -5 1 0 0 -1,33</td>
<td>1 -2 -2 -2 -3 -5 1 0 0 -1,33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW $\succ$ LD $\succ$ DS</td>
<td>1 1 1 2 1 1 1 -3 -3 0,22</td>
<td>1 -1 -3 -3 -3 5 0 4 0 4,00</td>
<td>1 -1 -3 -3 -3 5 0 4 0 4,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5**

Confusion Matrices for MNIST dataset with Non-IID distribution for each experiment. For each matrix, the rows refer to the number of samples that are misclassified ($\times$), or correctly classified ($\checkmark$). The columns denote the criteria that are compared with the baseline. The symbol $\succ$ denotes the priority relation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LD</th>
<th>MW</th>
<th>DS $\succ$ LD $\succ$ MW</th>
<th>DS $\succ$ MW $\succ$ LD</th>
<th>LD $\succ$ DS $\succ$ MW</th>
<th>MW $\succ$ DS $\succ$ LD</th>
<th>LD $\succ$ MW $\succ$ DS</th>
<th>MW $\succ$ LD $\succ$ DS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS $\times$</td>
<td>1 130 2 129 1 130 2 129 1</td>
<td>130 0 131 2 129 0 131</td>
<td>146 9723 142 9727 119 9750 127 9742 103</td>
<td>9766 104 9765 124 9745 119 9750</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DS is equal for every client, and we also expect that, on average, LD is the same for all clients. As a consequence, MW can not play a significant role, since all clients train the model with the same distribution of data, on average.

In detail, by looking at the differences between the two criteria LD and MW against the baseline DS, we may notice that the gain in terms of rounds of communication for 70%, 80%, and 90% target accuracy, considering all the percentages of clients, has an average very close to 0. Conversely, both LD and MW show slightly worse results than DS for a target accuracy of 95%, notably when we want to grant such accuracy to a very high number of devices (i.e., the last three columns of Table 2).

Lastly, the experiment shows that the effectiveness of criteria depends on the data distribution. The dataset shows how datasets built by randomly picking data from the original distribution do not generally need further statistical adjustments during the training phase. Therefore, we do not need to consider, in our approach, any particular statistical-based criteria.
Table 6
Results for CelebA dataset for each experiment (the symbol $\succ$ denotes the priority relation). The row DS (baselines) provides the number of rounds of communication needed to make the percentage of devices specified in the columns reach the specified target accuracy. The remaining rows show the gain in the number of communication rounds with respect to the baseline (the greater the better). The column Avg. shows the average gain for the experiment with all the percentages of devices. Runs that did not reach the target accuracy for the specified percentage of devices in the 100 allowed rounds have been obtained considering such limit value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Target accuracy 70%</th>
<th>Target accuracy 80%</th>
<th>Target accuracy 85%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% Avg.</td>
<td>10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% Avg.</td>
<td>10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% Avg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS (baseline)</td>
<td>1 1 1 13 15 21 32 58</td>
<td>1 1 15 21 26 44 —</td>
<td>1 15 21 29 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>0 0 -2 4 -2 -1 -59 -42 -11,33</td>
<td>0 -2 0 4 -4 -56 — -6,44 -1 2 4 -1 -50 -5,11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>0 0 0 7 9 15 18 20 7,67</td>
<td>0 0 9 15 17 28 — 7,67</td>
<td>0 9 15 15 26 7,22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS $\succ$ IS $\succ$ CB</td>
<td>0 0 0 -15 -13 -7 -12 1 -5,11</td>
<td>0 0 -13 -7 -11 -3 — -3,78</td>
<td>0 -13 -7 -15 0 -3,89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS $\succ$ CB $\succ$ IS</td>
<td>0 0 0 12 9 15 22 34 10,22</td>
<td>0 0 10 15 18 32 43 13,11</td>
<td>0 10 15 20 30 8,33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS $\succ$ DS $\succ$ CB</td>
<td>0 0 -2 6 6 5 9 -42 -2,00</td>
<td>0 -2 6 10 3 -56 — -4,33</td>
<td>0 6 8 6 -50 -3,33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI $\succ$ DS $\succ$ IS</td>
<td>0 0 -2 10 6 13 19 18 7,11</td>
<td>0 -2 12 16 14 21 — 6,78</td>
<td>0 12 16 16 26 7,78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS $\succ$ CB $\succ$ DS</td>
<td>0 0 0 9 6 12 -68 -42 -9,22</td>
<td>0 -3 9 12 -21 -56 — -6,56</td>
<td>0 9 12 -35 -70 -7,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB $\succ$ IS $\succ$ DS</td>
<td>0 0 -2 0 6 -18 -20 -42 -8,44</td>
<td>0 -2 0 2 -16 -28 — -4,89</td>
<td>0 0 -10 -13 -33 -6,22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7
Confusion Matrices for CelebA dataset for each experiment. For each matrix, the rows refer to the number of samples that are misclassified ($\times$), or correctly classified ($\checkmark$). The columns denote the criteria that are compared with the baseline. The symbol $\succ$ denotes the priority relation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS $\checkmark$</th>
<th>CB $\times$</th>
<th>DS $\succ$ IS $\checkmark$</th>
<th>DS $\succ$ CB $\checkmark$</th>
<th>IS $\checkmark$ $\checkmark$ $\times$</th>
<th>CB $\checkmark$ $\checkmark$ $\checkmark$</th>
<th>IS $\checkmark$ $\checkmark$ $\checkmark$</th>
<th>CB $\times$ $\checkmark$ $\times$</th>
<th>IS $\checkmark$ $\checkmark$ $\checkmark$</th>
<th>CB $\checkmark$ $\checkmark$ $\checkmark$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DS $\times$</td>
<td>312 2081</td>
<td>610 1783</td>
<td>275 2118</td>
<td>296 2097</td>
<td>331 2062</td>
<td>618 1775</td>
<td>416 1977</td>
<td>612 1781</td>
<td>2473 14453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS $\checkmark$</td>
<td>2080 14846</td>
<td>3197 13729</td>
<td>1923 15003</td>
<td>2056 14870</td>
<td>2121 14805</td>
<td>3197 13729</td>
<td>2473 14453</td>
<td>3247 13679</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that the scenario is completely unrealistic in a federated scenario. Indeed, since each user privately generates data, they will not show the same distribution, and they will be significantly different in terms of statistical properties.

**MNIST with Non-IID distribution.** Regarding DS, LD, and MW, Table 4 shows that DS is the best criterion to reach the best overall system performance in a lower number of rounds. In detail, DS seems to be in trouble in the first rounds to achieve an acceptable degree of accuracy. In fact, if we look at 70% and 80% of the accuracy, LD and MW reach those goals faster. In this sense, we may notice an average of 1-2 rounds gained by LD and MW. However, if we need a higher degree of accuracy (90% and 95%), DS generally reaches that accuracy from 5 to 12 rounds before, on average. In this respect, we may notice that, without considering the last three columns of 95%, DS and LD show approximately the same performance, with an advantage of 0.5 rounds on average for LD. On the other hand, in the same scenario, MW is 3.6 rounds slower on average. Nonetheless, the remaining three last columns show an average advantage of DS of 12 and 16 rounds for LD and MW, respectively.

**CelebA.** Results in Table 6 show that the three criteria behave in a significantly different way. In this experiment, we note that CB performs much better than DS. To get an impression, we may notice CB reaches 85% of the overall accuracy for the 60% of the devices in less than half of the rounds of DS. Moreover, if we observe the CB row in Table 6, we may note that it reaches the same accuracy goals of DS much faster. In detail, CB reaches those goals 7.5 rounds before DS. On the other side, IS is generally slower than DS. Indeed, it generally needs 7.6 rounds more than DS. Another interesting insight is that the advantage of CB over DS progressively increases. In detail, CB shows an advantage of 8.6 rounds for the 70% of accuracy, 11.5 rounds for 80%, and 13 rounds for an accuracy of 85%.

### 6.2. Effects of combined criteria

In this section, we focus on the effects of the combination of the different criteria. Eventually, in Sec-
6.3, we discuss the different findings of the experiments, and we draw some general remarks.

**MNIST with IID distribution.** In the lower section, Table 2 shows the effects of the six priority permutations of the criteria. We may suppose that, since the individual criteria did not give any boost to the training, also their combination should have no effect. As an example, in some situations — and this is very clear in \( \text{LD} \succ \text{MW} \succ \text{DS} \) — we can observe a boost for lower target value of accuracy (70%, 80%, and 90%) and a slowdown in reaching the target accuracy of 95% for a high number of devices. Analogously to the individual criteria, we observe that the average gain is quite close to 0, for each target accuracy. The section 95% is an exception, since its last three columns show a slowdown up to 9 rounds of communication, on average. This behavior is probably due to the adverse effects we already observed for the individual criteria in this dataset.

We can also observe the same behavior in Figure 2a, where the curves of the combinations of criteria — and the ones of the individual criteria — are virtually indistinguishable.

**MNIST with Non-IID distribution.** Once we combine different criteria, we may observe several different behaviors. If we focus on Table 4, we can observe two different trends. First, if we analyze the data in the table moving from the left to the right, we may observe an increase of negative gains in the sections related to 90% and 95% of the accuracy. Even here, if we focus on the last three columns, we may notice an average delay that can reach up to 12 rounds. However, even in this case, there are some combinations that achieve an advantage over DS: \( \text{LD} \succ \text{DS} \succ \text{MW} \), \( \text{MW} \succ \text{DS} \succ \text{LD} \), and \( \text{MW} \succ \text{LD} \succ \text{DS} \).\( \text{LD} \succ \text{DS} \succ \text{MW} \) shows an interesting trend since it reaches 70%, 80%, 90%, 95% of accuracy 2, 2, 0, 1 rounds sooner than DS, respectively. Here, the advantage is higher for the lower accuracy thresholds, while it is almost 1 for 95% accuracy. Instead, \( \text{MW} \succ \text{DS} \succ \text{LD} \) shows a better and incremental trend. Indeed, in this case, the advantage of rounds is -0.1, 0.2, 2.1, and 1.7, respectively. Finally, \( \text{MW} \succ \text{LD} \succ \text{DS} \) shows a bad advantage average for
70%., and 80% (0.2, and -0.6), while for 90%, and 95% it shows an interesting performance boost by reaching the goals 3.1, and 4.7 rounds before DS.

**CelebA.** Results in Table 6 show results which are coherent with the effects of the individual criteria. Rows DS > IS > CB, as well as IS > DS > CB, IS > CB > DS, and CB > IS > DS, denote the negative influence of the IS criterion. In particular, they show a little boost in very few cases for a low percentages of devices, but their averages generally show a slowdown from 2 up to 13 rounds of communication. On the other side, we may observe the effects of BC, which is beneficial even when combined with the other criteria. Even then, this effect is more evident when IS has the last priority (i.e., by minimizing its influence). In this case, we observe a substantial speed-up against the sole DS criterion, and also when compared with the CB individual criterion. In detail, permutation DS > CB > IS shows the best results for all target values of accuracy and all values of coverage for devices, up to 12 rounds of communications (against the sole DS criterion). Even Figure 3 clearly shows these behaviors. Specifically, we may observe the cyan line (DS > CB > IS) against the red line (DS only) and the blue line (CB only).

6.3. Discussion

The analysis in the previous section already shows the fundamental role of the identification of local criteria. By considering the underlying dataset, the different criteria heavily affect the training phase outcome.

As an example, when we create a federated dataset by randomly picking samples from an original dataset (i.e., with an IID distribution), the adoption of statistical criteria is not beneficial, since data, on local devices, shows the same expectation.

On the other hand, even in MNIST Non-IID distributed dataset, it is quite disappointing that we can not appreciate the benefits of introducing new criteria like label diversity. However, if we observe the dataset deeper, it contains local shards of the same size, and each client processes, at most, samples of two digits that make the number of classes in local datasets a piece of useless information.

Instead, the criterion on model divergence gives an initial boost to training, but it seems to have adverse effects for higher target values of accuracy. Even here, the behavior is interesting and predictable. Indeed, the penalization of significant divergences is the right choice because it helps to build a robust estimator on the average of the samples. However, at the end of the training, higher precision and fine training could require those differences.

As expected, when we observe the most realistic dataset, CelebA, we may appreciate more the effects of the proposed approach. In fact, it is a realistic Non-IID distribution of images where each client holds samples which are different in number and number of classes. Consequently, the attribute about class balancing gives the best results either when considered individually and also combined with the dataset size attribute. This is probably due to the differences both in dataset size and class balancing among the local datasets. Conversely, Sharpness is a theoretically useful attribute, but it results in a slowdown of performance during the training phase. We believe that the reason for this behavior is twofold. First, only a few images are marked as blurry in the dataset. Second, a right combination of sharp and blurry images has widely proven to be beneficial for the generalization of a CNN.

7. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

In this work, we have introduced a practical Federated Learning (FL) protocol that exploits non-sensitive client information to aggregate the local models. In detail, we have formalized the notion of a local criterion for clients in an FL scenario, and the notion of priority ranked criteria. By considering the ranking of the criteria, we have defined the score functions to weigh the contribution of a client. We have tested our approach on three well known federated learning datasets: IID-distributed MNIST, Non-IID-distributed MNIST, and CelebA.

The experiments show that we can substantially improve the standard federated learning approach by exploiting a properly defined set of local criteria. The approach is particularly effective when dealing with Non-IID distributions of data. This is remarkable since a real federated scenario will show a Non-IID distribution of data, rather than an IID distribution, where differences among clients are not so perceptible. In general, substantial differences among devices about a property make the corresponding criterion more effective. In practical terms, we have improved the federated approach by enhancing the individual differences, respecting the true federated learning spirit. In the experiments, for each dataset, we have investigated three
different criteria that consider local datasets and local models.

However, there is still a broad spectrum of criteria that deserves to be explored. On the other hand, from the experiments, it also emerges that a criterion’s efficacy highly depends on the specific dataset/domain. Even though several considerations may lead the researcher, it is not possible to find a unique criterion that meets the needs of all the possible domains. Nevertheless, the study of the individual criteria has revealed some information about their impact on the training phase, which we hope may be useful for other researchers.

Next, we have observed how some criteria may be useful in some moments of the training, but they also may cause issues in others. In this respect, we propose a self-adaptive model that re-ranks the priority of criteria as partially investigated in [12]. We are particularly interested in this research direction and in the chance of leveraging this federated approach to other machine learning scenarios, like Recommender Systems [41,42] and Deep Learning. Indeed, in those research fields, local model specialization and privacy are crucial, and this prioritized federated learning approach may be particularly beneficial.

Finally, currently the focus of our work has been to protect privacy of users and provide satisfactory predictions. In doing this, as our proposed system relies on a number of local criteria obtained from users, using such criteria may lead to some unfair or biased recommendation toward particular class of users (e.g., men vs. women) or particular class of items (paid vs. non-paid jobs). The reason is we do not control over how to use these features to protect user fairness and algorithmic biases. We deem this an important open research direction for which we plan to employ fairness-aware metrics as part of our approach [43,44].
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